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ABSTRACT

The development of machine-learning based technolo-
gies to support music instrument learning needs large-scale
datasets that capture the different stages of learning in
a manner that is both realistic and computation-friendly.
We are interested in modeling the mistakes of beginner-
intermediate piano performances in practice or work-in-
progress settings. In the absence of large-scale data repre-
senting our target case, our approach is to start by under-
standing such mistakes from real data and then provide a
methodology for their simulation, thus creating synthetic
data to support the training of performance assessment mod-
els. The main goals of this paper are: a) to propose a taxon-
omy of performance mistakes, specifically apt for simulat-
ing or reproducing/recreating them on mistake-free MIDI
performances, and b) to provide a pipeline for creating syn-
thetic datasets based on the former. We incorporate prior
research in related contexts to facilitate the understanding of
common mistake behaviours. Then, we design a hierarchi-
cal mistake taxonomy to categorize two real-world datasets
capturing relevant piano performance contexts. Finally,
we discuss our approach with 3 music teachers through a
listening test and subsequent discussions.

1. INTRODUCTION

To build music education systems that can detect different
types of performance mistakes we must devise frameworks
that represent such mistake patterns effectively. Analyzing
beginner-intermediate piano performance data from prac-
tice settings to understand and model learner behaviours
would be useful, but to our knowledge there are no pub-
lished datasets with annotations specifically capturing this
context. Furthermore, it remains an open question what
type of annotation would be both realistic and computa-
tionally friendly, and what its relationship would be to the
learning behaviours we should seek to detect. Our goal
is to develop an understanding of such mistakes and pro-
vide a methodology for their realistic simulation, to provide
relevant synthetic data for model (pre-)training.

In computational research on piano performance mistakes,
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there is a tendency to discuss mistakes in terms of literal
deviations from the underlying music score, such as pitch
insertions and deletions [1–3], and rhythmic deviations [2],
with the latter being less frequently examined because pitch
is relatively fixed by the compositional notation of Western
tonal music [4] while rhythmic errors are more difficult to
observe under score-performance alignment algorithms [5].
While this paradigm permits interesting analysis of perfor-
mance mistakes, especially when coupled with musical and
psychological perspectives, it alone is not ideal for recreat-
ing them in a realistic manner.

We propose a hierarchical, computation-friendly taxon-
omy of piano performance errors based on observations
from two piano performance datasets related to our tar-
get case, where mistake behaviours are higher level units
formed from literal score deviations on the axes of pitch,
time, velocity, and structure (which we consider lower-
level). Then, we create a performance mistake simulation
model based on this taxonomy and use it to apply mistakes
to MIDI piano performances belonging to a suitable reper-
toire with respect to the targeted proficiency levels. Finally,
we present results from a questionnaire and interview study
with music teachers, who provided feedback on the realism
of our synthesized examples, taxonomy, and methodology.

The paper is organized as follows: section 2 builds a
foundation to understand piano performance mistakes by
connecting with related research regarding their causes,
manifestations, and categorizations. In section 3 we demon-
strate our main observations from real performance data,
after which we define our hierarchical framework for mis-
take analysis and simulation in section 4. Sections 5 and 6
concern the implementation of our mistake simulator, and
the preparation of MIDI performances for use as input. The
results and insights of the teacher interviews are shown
in section 7, followed by our conclusion and future work
(section 8). All code and materials are available on the
companion page 1 .

2. PIANO PERFORMANCE MISTAKES

Technical difficulties, lack of concentration, and poor mem-
orization are some of the many factors which contribute to
performance errors [1, 6]. Some research further examines
patterns of performance mistake production with respect
to their underlying psychological processes [4, 7, 8], where

1 https://github.com/Alia-morsi/piano-synmist
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insights on a performer’s mental representations of a music
score can be provided through analyzing the distribution
and relative frequencies of performance mistakes [2].

Since the main purpose of this work is to simulate perfor-
mance mistakes based on a realistic taxonomy, this section
reviews the appearance of performance mistakes (and hence
how they are detected, and potentially reproduced), some
of their prominent patterns, and how different researchers
have categorized them.

2.1 Appearance of Performance Mistakes

In most research on piano performance mistakes, determin-
ing their presence or their extent is based the faithfulness
of a performance to its corresponding music score [1]. One
limitation of this approach is that it treats all deviations
from the music notation as performance errors, despite such
deviations (ornamentation, rubato, etc) being expected as
part of a performer’s artistic license in Western tonal mu-
sic [4]. Furthermore, it does not account for the fact that not
all score deviations are perceived as errors by listeners [1],
nor for the differences between editions of scores.

2.1.1 Pitch Insertions, Deletions, and Substitutions

In research relying on such deviations for analysis, whether
in music technology contexts [3,5,6,9,10] or psychological
studies [1, 4], performance mistakes are often reported in
terms of the edit distance between score and performed note
sequences, i.e. as pitch insertions, deletions, and substitu-
tions, although often the latter is just treated as a simultane-
ous pitch deletion and insertion. In some cases, percentages
of these note-edit categories are reported [1, 2, 6]. Such
statistics can be useful to observe quantitative relationships
between performances of music pieces with similar charac-
teristics (e.g. style, technical difficulty). Flossman et al. [6]
investigated whether the ratios found by Repp [1] are pre-
served across other data (ballade, polonaise, nocturne, etc.).
Though without context those statistics might not be very
informative on their own which is why researchers often
propose further categories as shown in 2.2. Moreover, for
the purpose of simulating mistakes, it is unlikely that apply-
ing these same percentages even on the same pieces would
result ones that sound natural.

Despite the importance of timing and velocity in the per-
ception of mistakes, they have not received as much atten-
tion as pitches. We believe that this could be due to the rela-
tive ease of pitch quantization and categorization compared
to timing, as there could exist confusions between expres-
sive timing and mistake behaviors (fermata vs hesitation,
and rubato vs tempo instability, etc). Another reason could
be due to variability in note velocity measures. Both should
receive more attention in subsequent performance mistake
studies with recent advances in Automatic Music Transcrip-
tion for piano with respect to temporal resolution [11] and
velocity estimation [12].

2.1.2 Reproducing Piano Performance Mistakes

To the best of our knowledge, apart from the work of Morsi
et al. [13] where the simulation of performance mistakes
was conducted as data augmentation, there has not been

work specifically addressing the reproduction or simulation
of performance mistakes. Despite differences in naming,
the score deviations applied in their system were: 1) pitch
omission, 2) pitch substitution, 3) pitch insertion, 4) short
pause (between 0.3 and 0.8 seconds) and repeat last note,
and 5) long pause (between 2 to 4 seconds) and repeat last
note. Insertions and substitutions were constrained to be 𝑛
semitones (specified by the user) around the correct note.

2.1.3 Common Patterns and Behaviours

Several researchers affirm the impact of musical context
on the type of errors [1, 2, 4, 7]. For example, harmoni-
cally related errors more associated with homophonic than
polyphonic passages [4], and pitch errors mostly occur in
non-melody voices or inside chords [1, 2]. Furthermore,
less errors are observed in notes of recurring musical motifs
than for other passages [2], and higher error frequencies are
observed with higher note densities in a piece, reflecting the
increased technical demands the more the notes that should
be played per time unit.

Other patterns could be related to the context of a perfor-
mance (i.e sight reading vs ’quick study’ vs recital) and
performer characteristics such as age [8] or performance
level [14]. For example beginners are more likely to re-
peat errors, either because they do not realize there was
an error, or because they are unable to correct it in repeat
performances [14]. Children with more musical training
are better able to detect and correct performance mistakes
with less perseveration behavior [15]. Morijiri et al. [16]
note that beat interruptions were the most common type of
errors among adult beginners. Weber and Parncutt [14] pro-
pose a theory for error management in music performance,
where a whole error undergoes pre, during, and post error
stages. A performer’s pre-error behavior is a form of risk
management, while the during and post-error stages are
forms of error management. This connects with the obser-
vation that the majority of insertion errors are of low note
velocity compared to their immediate neighbourhood [17],
as a performer’s awareness that they are about to make a
mistake causes them to play the inserted note at a lower
velocity as a form of risk management. It also suggests
that it might be useful to consider the connection between
consecutive mistake events so that the behaviours of the
three stages can be effectively demonstrated.

2.2 Categorizations of Performance Mistakes

Researchers have proposed different categories to contex-
tualize the deviations between the notes of a performance
and its score (described in section 2.1.1) into more descrip-
tive categories based on the performance context, to bet-
ter identify performance mistakes and compare between
error-trends. Palmer and van de Sande [4] have categorized
errors on the dimensions of size (note, chord, or a combi-
nation), source (contextual/non-contextual), type (insertion,
deletion, substitution, shift), and movement (anticipato-
ry/perseveratory). In another example on children piano
sightreading, Gudmundsdottir [8] classified the pitch inser-
tions observed as erroneous pitches (those which do not
match target pitches in the score) and redundant pitches



(repetitions of correct pitches, which could be due to hesita-
tion).

In further analysis of the Magaloff Corpus [6, 18], the
following error categories were proposed, which are mostly
pitch related by virtue of their context for mistake analysis
given that this corpus represents on-stage behavior by a
professional pianist: 1) Forward-Related Error: an ‘out-
of-score’ choice due to the influence of an upcoming note;
2) Backward-Related Error: the same, but due to the
influence of a previous note; 3) Repeated Note: an example
of a backward-related error where a note is played twice,
with the second note often played weaker than the first;
4) Nonharmonic Error: a note insertion that introduces
a harmonic clash; 5) Harmonic Error: an insertion that
does not introduce a harmonic clash, which usually signals
a memorization problem, although occasionally it could be
deliberate, for harmonic emphasis; 6) Tied Note: Could
take the form of a technical simplification applied when
a repeated note is held like a tied one (a deletion), or the
form of a repeated note instead of a tied one whether due
to a memorization problem or intentionally; 7) Systematic
Error: an error that occurs in the same context more than
60% of the time it is observed; 8) Note Order Error:
occurs when switching the playing order of two or more
successive notes; 9) Omitted Inner Voice: deletions that
involve inner voices. It is worth noting that errors can
belong to more than one category.

3. EMPIRICAL OBSERVATIONS FROM
PERFORMANCE DATA

We use two datasets to investigate performance errors. The
Burgmüller set [13] consists of 50 recordings (25 pieces
recorded twice) from the Burgmüller Etudes, Op.100, per-
formed by an advanced pianist who only studied the Etudes
briefly before the recording. The context of the recordings
allows for natural mistake behaviours such as repetitions
and occasional pauses, unlike well-practiced performance
settings. The dataset presented by Jiang [19], which we call
the Expert-Novice set, includes 83 piano performances from
21 adult beginner players, with a repertoire covering 7 easy
pieces of folk and pop songs in the Western tonal tradition,
with some rhythmic syncopation. It includes beginner-level
mistakes in a recital context.

We analyzed both the Burgmüller and Expert-Novice
datasets to better describe, represent, and simulate perfor-
mance mistakes. Both sets contain natural mistakes since
none of the performers were instructed to make mistakes
deliberately. The result of this process is the basis for the
proposed framework in section 4.

3.1 Burgmüller Dataset

Although the mistakes in Burgmüller are not beginner-
intermediate level due to the experience of the performer
(as noted in the feedback from music teachers in section
7), we believe that practice-like behaviours can be observed
given its collection context (non-recital setting with limited
time given to the performer to learn the pieces).

The performances are provided in MIDI format with an-
notations of the sites of mistakes. We manually listen to

the mistakes and inspect their corresponding music scores.
We analyze the first recordings of Etudes 9, 10, and 17-20
(each of the 25 Etudes was played twice), and provide our
raw observations on the paper’s companion page.1

The most commonly observed mistake is what we refer to
as a note mistouch, which is an extra note inserted concur-
rently with a score note a tone or semitone above or below
it. According to the categories explained in section 2.2,
this would most often be of a nonharmonic nature, but also
could arise as a forward-related or backward-related error,
or a even a systematic one if it occurs multiple times over
the course of the performance. A less frequent error type
is a note substitution, where an incorrect note replaces
a correct one. The substitution could a harmonic error,
or a nonharmonic one (often due to confusion of acciden-
tals). In some cases the substituted note is played strongly,
indicating confidence of the player, and in other cases the
substitutions demonstrate the pre-error behaviour described
in section 2.1.3.

From a temporal perspective, we observe time interrup-
tions which can manifest as long or short pauses in unlikely
locations that interrupt the musical flow, which can some-
times occur after another mistake. Another pattern is that of
holding a note or chord longer than expected, and causing a
delay in the onsets of the upcoming score notes. We refer
to this pattern as a dragging note. Sometimes it is observed
on a correct score note, hence manifesting as irregularity in
note times and velocities, and sometimes the dragging note
behaviour happens with an incorrect note.

Note repetitions are also quite common. Often they are
either a repeat of the last played note, or a repeat from a
reasonable prior point in the score (e.g. the previous beat).
Such repetitions often occur as a reaction to making a mis-
take, whether it is a time interruption, note substitution, a
mistouch, or another. We also observe joined notes, where
a player would tie a note instead of playing it twice (referred
to as tied note in section 2.2, and occasional note deletions.
Some examples are shown in Figure 1.

3.2 Expert-Novice Dataset

Since the performances are provided as audio, we tran-
scribe [11] and manually correct the performances (pipeline
available 1 ) to obtain MIDI versions for easier inspection.
We observe similar mistake categories as those found in
Burgmüller.

Note mistouches are observed around running scales or
rapid chord changes. Note substitutions mostly occur with
melody notes, often around accidentals, but also less fre-
quently within the context of chords or harmonic intervals
(2 note chords). The substitutions could be affected by the
previous or next harmony, making them backward-related
or forward-related errors respectively. An additional type
of extra note was specifically observed in Expert-Novice
with the addition of a note horizontally on an extra time
step. It it is not clear if the mistake is a note substitution
and a repeat, or due to mis-memorization and incorrect
sense of the rhythmic grid. Both could be likely given the
performances are beginner-level. Finally, note deletions
take place in a less subtle manner than in Burgmüller, with



(a) BM18:time interruption (b) BM4: note mistouch (c) BM18:note anticipation

(d) BM18: note repetition (e) BM20:note substitution (f) BM14: joined notes

Figure 1: Illustrations of some examples from analysis
of the Burgmüller data. Each subfigure is captioned with
Etude number and error type. Red highlights the mistake.

i. ii.

(a) BM20: (i) a note substitution fol-
lowed by (ii) a mistouch.

iv.i. ii.
iii.

(b) BM16: (i) a note substitution fol-
lowed by (ii) a mistouch, (iii) a time in-
terruption and (iv) a note mistouch.

Figure 2: Note substitutions leading to subsequent mistakes.

either a melody note or an entire chord missing from the
performance.

Time interruptions (or silences) and dragging notes are
also observed, where in some cases the interruptions are
followed by note repetitions. Rhythmic errors are dif-
ferent from dragging, occurring when one musical event
gets displaced, or is performed with a wrong duration, but
still fits into the rhythmic grid. This type of error usually
occurs consistently within the piece, likely originating from
practice. The more jazzy and syncopated repertoire shows
more timing mistakes.

4. HIERARCHICAL TAXONOMY FOR MISTAKE
ANALYSIS AND SIMULATION

From the analysis in section 3 we conclude that it is infea-
sible to isolate the detected mistake behaviours solely as
either pitch, time, velocity or structure related mistakes, as
most of the encountered error categories would manifest in
terms of the same granular score deviations with slightly dif-
ferent parameters. For example, time interruptions (Fig. 1a)
can be implemented as the insertion of a time gap through
a shift 𝑡 in the time of the performance MIDI roll, and a
repetition error would also be formed of the same time shift
operation with additional note insertions (Fig. 1d). The pa-
rameters of the inserted notes could be determined based on
the behavioural profile of the player, how they are expected
to repeat, and the effect of making a mistake on further
mistakes until the player recovers, as shown in Fig. 2.

Taking into account the previous conclusions, we propose
a multi-level taxonomy for understanding and simulating

performance mistakes. It separates between low-level op-
erations (granular deviations between a performance and
its music score), and conceptual mistake categories such as
those highlighted in section 2.2 which we refer to as mid-
level. Hence, mistakes are mid-level concepts comprised of
one or more lower level operations. Mid-level mistake cate-
gories should be chainable to form meaningful behaviours,
to allow the construction of higher level concepts would
permit the rendering of realistic student performances based
on descriptions of student profiles or emotional states.

This taxonomy would be relevant for both the automatic
analysis of performance files with mistakes or for the simu-
lation of errors on mistake-free MIDI performances, though
in this paper we only do the latter. For analysis, the goal
would be to use computational approaches like audio-to-
score alignment to detect the low-level deviations and con-
nect them to the proposed mid-level categories. For mistake
simulation, implementations of the desired mid-level mis-
takes should be provided using low-level operations.

Although we do not surpass the mid-level, we envision
that higher levels of this taxonomy would allow the sim-
ulation of performances that reflect the different traits of
learners using combinations of the proposed mid-level mis-
take concepts. For example, students who demonstrate
impatience through pursuing tempi that they cannot really
manage would run into frequent mistouch, substitution, and
rollback errors, or less confident students would be likely
to produce more ghost notes and joint notes caused by their
nervous touch of the keys. Simulations at this level are
analogous to training a model that generates text in the style
of a specific writer, or to compose music in the style of a
particular composer. As discussed in section 7, the piano
teachers have encountered examples where student attitudes
affect the patterns of mistakes they commit. This direction
would require obtaining and comparing performance data of
different students, which we hope to conduct in the future.

4.1 Low Level: Granular Score Deviations

They are operations directly applicable on a MIDI file with
each affecting a single dimension or axis operations. a)
pitch insertion and b) pitch deletion are the most basic,
which are adding or removing pitches with respect to the
reference. We treat substitutions as higher level operations
that constitute a deletion and an insertion. c) delay note
and d) anticipate note are adjustments to the note onset
time. e) extend note and f) shorten note adjust the duration
via the note offset time. Further temporal operations are g)
shift time: insert a gap in the score; h) go back: move the
‘playhead’ back to a past point in the reference; and i) skip:
skip a portion of the score.

4.2 Mid Level: Mistake Categories and Behaviours

The categories proposed at this level are what we would
use to describe the mistake behaviours in section 3. Each
is composed of one or more of the low level deviations
described in section 4.1, and is connected to musical con-
text/texture. We define 2 classes of mistake behaviours:
recovery operations and core mistakes. Recovery oper-
ations encompass how players would regain the flow in



their performance, whether it is due to a loss of concentra-
tion, a memorization error, or a response to another kind
of error until recovery. Core mistakes are the main mistake
events, such as accidental note mistouch, or incorrect note
asynchrony.

4.2.1 Recovery Operations

Rollback is when a player repeats a section that has already
been played. It consists of a shift time and several
pitch insertion operations. Sometimes rollback af-
fects only the hand with a mistake, or sometimes both
hands. The velocity and time of the repeated notes
can vary depending on the target behaviour. Rollback
usually follows a re-orientation, which in some cases
follows a core mistake.

Re-orientation is the behaviour expressed when a player
is in the process of regaining their playing-flow, usu-
ally in response to committing an error, but could also
be due to a need for concentration due to the demands
of the piece performed. It consists of a shift-time (re-
flecting either a short or long pause), and potentially
one or more extend-notes until the flow is resumed,
and could be followed by a rollback before the flow
is resumed.

4.2.2 Core Mistakes

Mistouches are extra notes inserted concurrently with a
score note a tone or semitone above or below it. On
their own, they do not interrupt flow (due to their
vertical co-occurence with a correct note). However,
they can affect subsequent notes (resulting in error
chaining), or could be followed by one or more re-
covery operations. From our observations, they com-
monly occur after jumps (or leaps), especially with
staccato, or during runs (such as octave runs).

Ghost Notes are notes that are hit too lightly, which results
in a short note with an almost inaudible volume. In
the teacher feedback (section 7), they identified this
error as common with students who tend to lack con-
fidence, and mostly happens with notes played with
the 5th (little) finger in an arpeggio or a chord. One
also noted that this error is associated with a high
reorientation time with beginner students (as they are
trying to find the source of the sound discrepancy),
and is likely followed by a rollback.

Incorrect Asynchrony is when a set of notes played to-
gether have onsets starting at slightly different times.
This translates into several small delay note or an-
ticipate note operations. Asynchrony is often used
as an expressive tool, and we do not have a formal
definition of when it is considered an error or not.

Substitution Error is when a player hits the wrong note/s
with confidence, whether due to a mis-memorization
or a wrong hand movement. Such substitution could
be harmonic (e.g. a musically appropriate interval
above or below the score note) or nonharmonic (the
substitute note does not fit the musical context, like a

Passage 
Detection

Mistake 
Scheduler

Mistake SimulatorExpression 
Renderer

MIDI Input MIDI Output

MusicXML 
score or

Performance 
MIDI

Performance 
with mistakes

Labels

Figure 3: Mistake simulation pipeline. In the passage detec-
tion illustration, green and red stand for double notes and
block chords, respectively.

misread accidental). Such an error could affect one
note, two notes, or the whole chord.

Anticipated Note is when a correct note is played earlier
than expected. This could be due to mismemorization
of the rhythm, or simply due to accidentally touching
the next note when playing a sequence. Again, this
could also be an expressive tool, so not every antici-
pation should be considered wrong. In some cases,
anticipated notes arise from a mistouch.

Join Notes occur when two consecutive strokes of the
same key become one longer press. It fulfills both the
forward-related error and the tied notes categories
from [6], and can be executed as a combination of
extend note and delete note lower level operations.

5. MISTAKE SIMULATOR IMPLEMENTATION

We develop a pipeline (Fig. 3) for applying the mid-level
mistakes on mistake-free MIDI performances based on 2
steps: 1) Musical Element Detection, which analyzes the
score to identify relevant musical elements or passages for
the application of mistakes, and 2) Mistake Scheduling,
which applies mid-level mistake operations on the MIDI per-
formance (see section 5.2.1). The mistake scheduling phase
is responsible for determining which mid-level mistakes
to apply and their parameter values based on the output of
step 1. The supported mistake operations are explained in
section 5.2.1. They are a subset of the mid-level behaviours
(section 4.2) and are built on an implementation of the low-
level score operations described in section 4.1. Our code
relies on the Partitura package [20]. As input, the Mistake
Simulator expects a mistake-free MIDI performance, either
a rendered performance from a music score or a real per-
formance. We apply VirtuosoNet [21] to render a curated
set of music scores within the skill level of our target user
group (see section 6). The real performances we use are
from the Vienna 4x22 [22] and SMD [23] datasets. The
output of this pipeline are 2 MIDI tracks for each piece: one
with the modified performance MIDI with mistakes, and
another with labels corresponding to the applied mistake
operations (both low and mid level), as shown in Fig 3.

5.1 Musical Element Detection

We implemented a basic rule-based system to detect regions
of notes in a MIDI performance as harmonic intervals (2



note chords), scales and block chords. We chose these
elements as simple examples of locations where it could
be interesting to apply mistakes, although it is not by any
means a thorough list.

Harmonic Intervals: For each note 𝑛, we obtain its set of
onset neighbours with a diameter of 𝑑 semitones 𝑁𝑛,𝑑,𝜃 =
{|Onset(𝑘)−Onset(𝑛)| < 𝜃, |Pitch(𝑘)−Pitch(𝑛)| <=
𝑑, 𝑘 ∈ 𝐾} where 𝜃 is the timing threshold which is set as
50ms. If ‖𝑁𝑛,𝑑,𝜃‖ = 2 (only two notes within this onset
window), then we label 𝑛 as part of a harmonic interval.

Block Chords: Similarly, for the block chords we search
for the neighbours with approximately the same onset and
offset window where ‖𝑁𝑛,𝑑,𝜃‖ > 2 .

Scales: We look for the consecutive neighbours of 𝑛:
𝑁𝑛,𝑑,𝜃 = {Onset(𝑘) − Offset(𝑛) < 𝜃, |Pitch(𝑘) −
Pitch(𝑛)| <= 𝑑, 𝑘 ∈ 𝐾}. We used a diameter 𝑑 value
of 2, although the value should be adjusted if this is to
account for scales that include wider intervals.

5.2 Mistake Scheduling
In addition to the result of the mistake element detection
step, the mistake scheduler expects a probability table (e.g.
𝑃Mistouch(𝑛|𝑛 ∈ BlockChords) = 0.4) which assigns a
heuristic distribution for each mistake per musical element.
Given a target number of mistakes per element class, the
scheduler samples the notes on which mistakes will be ap-
plied.
5.2.1 Mistake Operations

Of the mid-level operations of section 4, we implement
one recovery operation and four core mistake operations.
Rollback(𝑛, 𝑡): Starting from the onset of 𝑛 for a subse-
quent (user-defined) window of 𝑡 seconds, all note events
are repeated, while all subsequent notes outside the win-
dow are shifted by 𝑡. Forward-backward insertion(𝑚,𝑛):
A forward or backward neighbour 𝑚 of 𝑛 will be in-
serted on top of note 𝑛 with similar onset and offset.
Mistouch(𝑚,𝑛): A mistouched note 𝑚 will be inserted
on top of 𝑛 with similar onset and offset times, where
|Pitch(𝑚) − Pitch(𝑛)| < 2. Note Substitution(𝑚,𝑛):
𝑛 will be replaced by a pitch alteration 𝑚. In the case of
chords, the whole chord group is replaced with the new
pitches. Dragging Note(𝑛, 𝑡): Starting from the onset of
𝑛, all note events are shifted by 𝑡 seconds. At the end of
the pipeline two parallel MIDI tracks can be exported: a)
the modified performance and b) labels reflecting all the
operations applied, in terms of low level operations and
mid-level mistakes.

6. PERFORMANCE MIDI PREPARATION

6.1 Rendered Music Scores

We filter a set of piano-learning repertoire and download
corresponding score renditions from Musescore 2 . To ob-
tain expressive performances of the MIDI files, we ap-
plied the open-source performance rendering model Virtu-
osoNet [21] to the scores. Overall, we gathered 153 music
scores, with a rendered duration of 208.16 minutes. Further
details are provided on the companion page.1 Our scores

2 musescore.org

included the following: 1) Notable piano education works
Alfred’s Basic Adult All-in-One Course (Book 1-2) [24]
and Piano Adventures by Nancy Faber (Book 1-2) [25]. 2)
Burgmüller Op.100 for comparison with the Burgmüller
performance set (section 3.1 3) Samples from three Cz-
erny etudes (Op.599, Op.849, Op.299). 4) A compilation
from catalogues of easy-to-intermediate level classical mas-
terpieces, compiled by Schirmer Library 3 and ABRSM
examination board 4 , to form the Easy Classical collec-
tion. Note that some of the pieces are custom reductions
or rearrangements of famous pieces. All public-sourced
MusicXML scores have been manually inspected. For the
custom reduction / rearrangement scores from the easy clas-
sical selections, we validate them by playing to ensure they
are within a beginner-intermediate level range.

6.2 MIDI Performance Data
We use subsets of the ASAP [26] and SMD [23] datasets fil-
tered by heuristics to eliminate performances that would cer-
tainly be out of reach for the beginner-intermediate range:
Average note density (notes per second) ≤ 10; Performance
length ≤ 150 seconds; Number of polyphonic voices ≤ 3
(this is verified manually, by removing all the fugues from
ASAP, and checking the orchestration for SMD).

Since ASAP contains multiple interpretations of the same
piece, we only count one for each composition to avoid
redundancy. Overall, this brings 32 pieces from ASAP and
11 pieces from SMD to constitute our score collection. We
also use the Vienna 4×22 corpus [22] that features four
excerpts with slower passages from the classical repertoire.

7. FEEDBACK FROM MUSIC TEACHERS

We conducted a 90 minute interview with three music teach-
ers, each consisting of a listening survey to rate the realism
mistake excerpts and an open-ended discussion about com-
mon student mistake patterns and our proposed framework.

7.1 Part 1: Mistake Excerpt Ratings
The teachers rated 12 short mistake excerpts on a scale
of 1–5, where 1 denotes a mistake that sounds artificial,
and 5 denotes one that sounds like a real student mistake.
They were asked to justify each choice, thus providing
insights into the potential shortcomings of our approach.
The samples included two real mistake excerpts from the
Burgmüller dataset, two synthetic mistakes applied on real
performances (sec. 6.2), and eight synthetic mistakes on ren-
dered performances (sec. 6.1). The full study as well as the
teacher responses can be found in the project repository.1

The rating results demonstrated a degree of agreement
between the teachers (standard deviation for all samples av-
eraged to 0.65), suggesting a common perception of student
mistake patterns. The highest average rating for an excerpt
was 4.33, with the perceived naturalness owing to a confu-
sion before the mistake which they thought reflected real
student behaviour. The worst excerpt received a 1.33 aver-
age rating, and the reason given by one of the teachers was
that the high pitched notes are difficult to get wrong when

3 https://www.halleonard.com/series/SCHLIB/schirmers-library-of-
musical-classics

4 https://www.abrsm.org/en-es
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Figure 4: Teacher labeling of common mistakes on Sakura,
from Alfred’s [24] book 2: i) Tempo misread; ii) LH rhythm
might erroneously double right hand; iii) and iv) Accidental
misread; v) Rest duration not being properly executed; vi)
Change of LH duration leads to wrong rhythm; vii) Com-
plex structure, thumb crossing may lead to delays.

in playing in the mid registers. The teachers demonstrated
most discrepancy in an excerpt from Clair de Lune, which
was rated 5 by a teacher and 1 by the others. The low raters
thought the mistakes were too drastic such that a natural
behaviour would have been to rollback rather than continue.
On the other hand, the teacher that rated it highly found the
confident recovery sensible given that it happened with the
motif, something the player should have internalized well.

Interestingly, they commented that real Burgmüller ex-
cerpts did not always sound like natural student mistakes
(with the lower rated example receiving an average rating
of 2.67), mainly due to the confidence demonstrated by
the performer even when committing and recovering from
mistake. To them, this behaviour rather sounded as if an
advanced performer was deliberately inducing mistakes in
their performance.

During the test, the teachers expressed a difficulty of de-
coupling between evaluating the naturalness of a mistake
from the unnaturalness of the expression and phrasing com-
pared to their expectation of a student performance, worry-
ing that a suspicion that an excerpt is synthetically rendered
might affect their judgement. However, the two examples
of human-recorded performances with synthetic mistakes
do not have consistently higher ratings than the rendered
ones,

7.2 Part 2: Open Discussion on Mistake Taxonomy and
Common Student Error Patterns

In general, the teachers found the proposed mistake cate-
gories sensible. As highlighted by their responses to the
questionnaire, the recovery from a mistake significantly
affected whether an excerpt was perceived as natural or
artificial, which validated our dedication of a separate Re-
covery category for the mid-level mistakes. However, they
noted that it was challenging for them to think in terms
the exact deviations constituting a mistake, because their
teaching typically focuses on demonstrating how to improve
an incorrectly performed region through highlighting cor-
rect techniques, articulations, and reinforcing higher-level

musical concepts like phrasing and dynamic contrasts.
Additionally, they emphasized the importance of score

agreement in early learning stages where students might be
unaware of their reading errors. We asked them to mark
mistake-prone regions on beginner scores, and they high-
lighted areas that included altered accidentals, changes of
tempo markings or note durations and rests, as shown in Fig
7.2. They also mentioned that the playing context influences
mistake expectations, with a higher presence of rollback
behavior during practice sessions due to repeated attempts
to correct fragments, as opposed to other situations where
the focus is on continuity, like run-throughs or recitals.

Finally, they provided examples where student attitudes
or personalities affected their mistakes and performance
habits. Some students might demonstrate an insistent char-
acter (hammer the keys really hard as they try to to fix the
mistakes, reinforce the correct playing with high-energy,
show few hesitations); or be ’unsure’ (very insecure about
the note, produce ghost note that hits the key very slightly);
or ‘rushing’ (struggles to keep the tempo or rhythmic flow,
frequently resulting in mistakes up when playing with two
hands). Furthermore, they noted the effect of player age
(adults vs children) on rollback behaviour, and the differ-
ence between the mistakes made by advanced players on
familiar pieces and by students on newly-learned pieces.
These observations connect with those in Section 2.1.3, both
suggesting that for our pipeline to create coherent full simu-
lated performances it would require connecting between the
target behaviour, its effect on the mistake parameter values,
and the connections between consecutive mistakes.

8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we introduced a hierarchical taxonomy for
categorizing performance mistakes based on the analysis of
the Burgmüller and Expert-Novice datasets, and developed
a pipeline for simulating these mistakes on error-free piano
MIDI files. We validated our taxonomy with music teachers
and gained their support. Looking ahead, we aim to analyze
more performances to better understand the correlations
between different types of mistakes and their parameters,
and explore how various musical elements influence these
errors. This research marks an initial step towards creating
a comprehensive dataset for developing machine-learning
applications in music education.
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